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1. The Tulip and Bulb Craze 

• Tulip Mania – Netherlands – 1636-1637 

 

• Synopsis  

• In 1593 tulips were brought from Turkey and introduced to the Dutch. 

• The novelty of the new flower made it widely sought after and therefore fairly pricey.  

• After a time, the tulips contracted a virus known as mosaic, altered them causing 
"flames" of color to appear upon the petals leading to increased demand. 

• Everyone began to deal in bulbs, essentially speculating on the tulip market, which was 
believed to have no limits.  

• Needless to say, the prices were not an accurate reflection of the value of a tulip bulb.  

• Futures Contract prices went through the roof 

• 10 times of average salary of Dutch worker 

• 1637, some prudent people decided to sell and crystallize their profits. 

• A domino effect of progressively lower and lower prices took place as everyone tried to 
sell while not many were buying. The price began to dive, causing people to panic and 
sell regardless of losses.  

 

• http://www.investopedia.com/features/crashes/crashes2.asp  
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1. The Tulip and Bulb Craze 
Prices in Dutch guilder (fl) 
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2. South Sea Bubble 
• UK : 1711 - 1720 

 

• Synopsis  

• In the 1700s, East India Company had a monopoly on the sea route.  

• The South Sea Company (SSC)  was setup and Investors bought their IPO issue like no 
tommorow. 

• The popular conception that Mexicans and South Americans were just waiting for 
someone to introduce them to the finery of wool and fleece in exchange for mounds of 
jewels and gold! Saw nobody questioning the repeated re-issues of stocks by the South 
Sea Company--people just bought the expensive stocks as fast as they were offered. 

• SSC public relations directors set up lavish offices to induce People, once they saw the 
wealth the SSC was "generating,"  people couldn't keep their money idle. 

• Not long after the emergence of the SSC, another Exiled British Person, John Law 
started the Mississippi Company in France.  

• Their idea wasn't so much based in trade, but in switching the monetary system from 
gold and silver into a paper currency system.  

• The Mississippi Company caught the attention of all the continental traders and gave 
them a space to put their hard-earned dollars.  

 

• http://www.investopedia.com/features/crashes/crashes3.asp  
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2. South Sea Bubble 
• UK : 1711 - 1720 

 

• Synopsis  contd 

• Soon the worth of the Mississippi Company's stock was worth 80 times more than all 
the gold and silver in France. Law also began collecting defunct companies to add to 
his massive conglomerate.  

• This success on the continent stirred British pride, and, believing that British companies 
could not fail, British investors were desperate to invest their money.  

• The South Sea Company and others made a point of giving people what they wanted.  
They bought like mad. 

• In 1720, SSC took a step back and realized that the value of their personal shares in no 
way reflected the actual value of the company or its dismal earnings. So they sold their 
stocks  and company crashed, soon Mississippi company also crashed. 

• The Government had to intervene to save Banks and they stopped issuance of stock 
certificates till 1825 

 

• http://www.investopedia.com/features/crashes/crashes3.asp  
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2. South Sea Bubble 
• The Great Issac Newton also lost money in this Bubble 

• “ I can calculate the motion of heavenly bodies, but not the madness of people” 
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3. The Florida Real Estate Craze 
• Florida USA  : 1926 

 

• Synopsis   

• In 1920, Florida became the popular U.S. destination/residence for people who don't 
like the cold.  

• The population was growing steadily and housing couldn't match the demand, causing 
prices to double and triple in some cases, which was not exactly unjustified at this 
point. But, news of anything doubling and tripling in price always attracts speculators. 
So, once people began pumping huge amounts of money into the real estate market it 
took off. Soon everyone in Florida was either a real estate investor or a real estate 
agent. 

• This did happen for awhile, and land prices quadrupled in less than a year. Land that 
could be bought for $800,000 could, within a year, be resold for $4 million before 
crashing back down to pre-boom levels.  

• Eventually, prices began to adjust ever so subtly. Speculators realized there was a limit 
to the boom, and began to sell their properties to solidify their profits while they could. 

• Panic selling ensued, With thousands of sellers and very few buyers, prices came down 
with a sickening thud, twitched a bit, and then crawled down even lower. 

 

• http://www.investopedia.com/features/crashes/crashes4.asp  
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3. The Florida Real Estate Craze 
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4. The Great Depression 1929 
• USA : October 21, 24 and 29, 1929  

 

• Synopsis   

• Despite the Florida crash, Americans were as bullish as ever. The stock market was 
guaranteed to make everyone rich as the first world war had been won, and 
industrialization was resulting in previously-unimaginable luxuries.  

• many people poured all their savings into it without learning about the system or the 
underlying companies. With the flood of uneducated investors, the market was ripe for 
some manipulation and swindling. 

• During the craze before the Great Depression a number of academics, including Roger 
Babson, were predicting a crash… no one was listening, finally when they did…. 

• There was a 40% drop in the market from the beginning of September 1929 to the 
end of October 1929.  

• In fact, the market continued to decline until July 1932 when it bottomed out, down 
nearly 90% from its 1929 highs. 

• The twelve-year worldwide depression ended with commencement of World War II 

 

• http://www.investopedia.com/features/crashes/crashes5.asp  
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4. The Great Depression 1929 
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5. The Crash of 1987 
• USA : October 19, 1987 

 

• Synopsis   

• This was the crash that everyone expected but could not justify, SEC though its disclosure norms 
could take investors to the proper information but couldn't make them think. 

• Then, in early 1987, there was a rash of SEC investigations into insider trading across companies. 

• For the most part, people were aware of the tendency of Wall Street to look out for itself, but the 
barrage of SEC investigations, rattled investors. 

• By October, investors decided to move out of the crooked game and into the more stable 
environment offered by bonds or, in some cases, junk bonds. 

• As people began the mass exodus out of the market, the computer programs began to kick in. The 
programs put a stop loss on stocks and sent a sell order to DOT (designated order turnaround), the 
NYSE computer system.  

• The instantaneous transmission of so many sell orders overwhelmed the printers for DOT and 
caused the whole market system to lag, leaving investors on every level (institutional to individual) 
effectively blind.  

• Dow Jones plummeted 508.32 points (22.6%) and $500 billion dollars were lost. 

• Fortunately, the newbie chairman of the Fed, Alan Greenspan, was around to help fight off a 
depression by preventing the insolvency of commercial and investment banks. The market 
recovered, and some modest refinements were made, including a circuit breaker that cuts out 
trading programs if the market slides to a set level. 

 

• http://www.investopedia.com/features/crashes/crashes6.asp  
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5. The Crash of 1987 
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6. The Asian Crisis, Nikkei 
• Southeast Asia but primarily Japan : 1989 

 

• Synopsis   

• The Japanese had an uncanny ability to enhance what they adopt from the Americans including 
market crashes 

• It all started with the a boom/bull market of the 1980s…. 

• The Japanese economy gained extreme strength after its long recovery from the war and the 
atomic bombs 

• The phrase Japan Inc. was coined to describe how Japanese economy, business, and government 
were intertwined. Businesses from all over the world were sending representatives to try and find 
out how Japan was gaining its success. 

• Soon, the Asian economy became an alternative for investors who were recently bruised by 1987 

• Between 1955 and 1990, land prices in Japan appreciated by 70 times and stocks increased 100 
times over 

• Japanese golf courses were worth more than the value of all the stocks on the Australian exchange 

• Like the prosperity of the Roman Empire, the prosperity of Japan proved to be its undoing as 
corruption began to spread throughout the political and business realms.  
The government sought to excise the tumor and put a halt to the inflammatory growth of stocks 
and real estate by raising interest rates. 

• it plunged the Nikkei index down more than 30 000 points.  
  

• http://www.investopedia.com/features/crashes/crashes7.asp  
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6. The Asian Crisis : Nikkei 
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7. The Dotcom Crash 
• March 11, 2000 to October 9, 2002  

• Silicon Valley (for the most part) 

 

• Synopsis   

• the internet was created by the U.S. military, who vastly underestimated how much people would 
want to be online. 

• Commercially the internet started to catch on in 1995 with an estimated 18 million users. The rise 
in usage meant an untapped market--an international market. Soon, speculators were barely able 
to control their excitement over the "new economy."  

• Buzzwords like networking, new paradigm, information technologies, internet, consumer-driven 
navigation, tailored web experience, and many more examples of empty double-speak filled the 
media and investors with a rabid hunger for more. The IPOs of internet companies emerged with 
ferocity and frequency, sweeping the nation up in euphoria. Investors were blindly grabbing every 
new issue without even looking at a business plan. 

• In the year 1999, there were 457 IPOs, most of which were internet and technology related. Of 
those 457 IPOs, 117 doubled in price on the first day of trading. In 2001 the number of IPOs 
dwindled to 76, and none of them doubled on the first day of trading. 

• The Nasdaq Composite lost 78% of its value as it fell from 5046.86 to 1114.11.  
 
  

• http://www.investopedia.com/features/crashes/crashes8.asp  
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7. The Dotcom Crash 
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8. Subprime Crisis 
• World : 2007-09 

• Started with Housing in USA & Britan, effects across the world 

 

• Synopsis   

• Following the bursting of the tech bubble and the recession of the early 2000s, the Federal Reserve 
kept short-term interest rates low for an extended period of time.  

• This coincided with a global savings glut, as developing countries and commodity producing nations 
accumulated large financial reserves. 

• As these excess savings were invested, global interest rates declined to record low levels. 

• Frustrated with low returns, investors began to assume more risk by seeking higher returns 
wherever they could be found.  

• For several years, global financial markets entered a period which came to be called the "Great 
Moderation" due to the above-average returns and below-average volatility demonstrated by a wide 
variety of asset classes.  

• In the United States, the Great Moderation coincided with a housing boom, as prices soared  

• As home prices soared and many homeowners "stretched" to make their mortgage payments, the 
possibility of a collapse grew. 

• However, the true extent of the danger was hidden because so many mortgages had been 
securitized and turned into AAA-rated securities.  

•  
 
  

• http://www.investopedia.com/features/crashes/crashes8.asp  
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8. Subprime Crisis 
• World : 2007-09 

• Started with Housing in USA & Britan, effects across the world 

 

• Synopsis contd   

• prices on mortgage-backed securities plunged, prompting large losses for banks and other financial 
institutions. These losses soon spread to other asset classes, fueling a crisis of confidence in the 
health of many of the world's largest banks. 

• bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, which resulted in a credit freeze that brought 
the global financial system to the brink of complete collapse. 

• The credit crisis and accompanying recession caused unprecedented volatility in financial markets. 

• Stocks fell 50% or more from their highs through March 2009 before rallying more than 50% once 
the crisis began to ease. 

• In addition to stocks, most fixed income markets also displayed unprecedented volatility, with many 
corporate bond markets at one point forecasting bankruptcies at a level not seen since the Great 
Depression. Oil fell 70%, then doubled as the financial system stabilized. 
 

• Finally, investors have experienced the most volatile and frightening markets of their life. 
 
  

• http://www.investopedia.com/features/crashes/crashes9.asp  20 
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8. Subprime Crisis 
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I. Market Bubbles 

• Conclusion 

 

• People create most of the risk in the market place by inflating stock prices beyond 
the value of the underlying company. 

 

• When stocks are flying through the stratosphere like rockets, it is usually a sign of 
a bubble. 

 

• Stock leap should be justified by the prospects of the underlying companies, not 
just by a mass of investors following each other.  

 

• if you put your money into investments that have a high potential for returns, you 
must also be willing to bear a high chance of losing it all.  

 

• Regardless of our measures to correct the problems, the time between crashes has 
decreased 

 

• The best thing you can do is keep yourself educated, informed and avoid traps. 
22 



II. Behavioral Patterns of Investors 
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Two types of investors 

• Rational  investors  

• Rational investors are those who decide by reason, 
looking at company and economy fundamentals, 
and sticking with their investment choices for years, 
even decades. 

 

 

 

• Emotional investors  

• are those who decide with emotions rather than 
reason, committing cognitive errors that lead to 
harmful behavior – such as overtrading, buying 
high and selling low, or vice versa. 
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Two investor fears 

• The fear of missing out, which  turn’s the on-going bull market 
into a bubble,  

 

• and the fear of losing out – which bursts the bubble. 
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Stages 

Emotion 

Fear 

Fear of 
Missing Out 

• Early Investors make quick 
gains, luring others 

• Fuelling Markets, causing 
Bubbles, turning into 
Euphoria & then into Mania 

Fear of 
Losing Out 

• Late Entrants usually make immediate 
losses 

• Overconfidence is succeeded by over-
pessimism 

• Hard Sell mentality kicks ins & Bubble 
bursts 
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Books for Reference 

• Your Money & Your Brain – Jason Zweig 

 

• “…emotion overwhelms reason.” 

• “Financial losses are processed in the same areas of the brain 
that respond to mortal danger” 
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1. Confirmation Bias 

• We love people who agree with us 
• Haan mein Haan milana 
• Websites/Speakers which do not advocate our view are frowned 

upon 
 

• Investors in Tulip Bulb Bubble only liked to hear good stories 
about their investments 28 



2. In-group Bias 

 

• Love Molecule 

• We only believe in likeminded people 

• Others are eyed suspiciously 

• Ultimately, the ingroup bias causes us to overestimate the abilities 
and value of our immediate group at the expenses of people we don’t 
really know 

 

• South Sea Bubble was caused because the people working their 
overestimated their stock valuations 
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3. Gambler’s Fallacy 

 

• Past events haunt us 

• Superstitious and generally past events determine future 
outcome 

• We tend to follow previous patterns 

 

• Newton made money in first round and returned 30 



3. Gambler’s Fallacy … contd 

 

• E.g :  

• We flip a coin and five consecutive times it falls as Heads 

• Next time we flip we will be inclined to believe its going to  
be a tail 

• But reality is odds are still 50/50 

 31 



4. Post Purchase Rationalization 

 

• Remember that time when you bought something totally unnecessary, faulty or 
expensive 

• Post purchase you analyzed it and had a belief that it’s the best buy you had till date 

 

• E.g :  

• Bought a smart Phone for Rs 40,000 

• 10 days later another phone with similar features was launched for Rs 35,000 

• You spend a month analysing your buy, sometimes happy sometimes sad 

• Finally you rejected the new phone saying mine is better 

 

• Buyer’s Stockholm syndrome 
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5. Neglecting Probability 

 

 

• Very few of us have a problem getting into a car and going for drive 

• But many of the same may have Phobia stepping into  an airplane and flying at 
35,000 feet 

• Statically, our chances to die in road accident is 1 : 84 as compared to 1: 20,000 
in airplane 

• Hence, many of us are least worried about dying by accident caused by 
misstepping on stairs rather than dying in an act of terrorism 

• Hence we always overestimate the risks of relatively harmless activities 

 

• The Great Depression of 1929, Roger Babson predicted, everyone neglected 33 



6. Observational Selection Bias 

 
 

• Effect caused by suddenly noticing things we didn’t notice much  before 
 

• E.g : you bought a new car and on you go and park your car in a parking lot 
and you notice similar cars everywhere ….It’s not like the world is suddenly 
buying what you bought, its just that you have become more aware of your 
own car. 
 

• People mistake it for a trend and may take wrong decisions based on such 
biases 
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7. Status – Quo - Bias 

• People believe that things will remain constant 

• Better Stick to routines, same travel routes, political parties, same 
restaurants…. 

• Also known as “If ain’t broke, don’t fix it bias” 
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8. Negativity Bias 

• People tend to pay more attention to bad news 

 

• Given our attention span, negative news causes more disruption 

 

• Investors tend to believe this most while investing. 

 

• Investors post Dot Com bubble refused to touch Tech stocks for many years 
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9. Bandwagon effect 

 

• Most rejected bias 

• A person sitting inside the stadium will go with the flow of the majority even if he 
doesn’t know anybody 

• When masses start picking a winner, the brain shuts thinking rationally and follows 
the masses 

 

• E.g advisor sees other advisors selling one fund and will follow them 

• DotCom Bubble was caused because everyone was picking a winner based on 
emotional flow 
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e,.g Facebook IPO 

• Slowing Growth 

• Going Mobile – reduced screen size for advt 

• Decreasing Margins 

• Over 4x P/E ratio ( 400 % more than Google, Apple) 

• Facebook told all this still we bought it 
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10.  The Current Moment Bias 

 

 

 

• Humans have hard time imagining themselves in future 
and altering behaviours and expectations accordingly 

• Most experience pleasure in the current moment, rather 
than wait for future 

 

• E.g Higher Upfront vs  Decent Trail… 
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11.  The Anchoring Bias 

• Also known as relativity trap 
• Brain fixes one price and then revolves around the same price 

and tend to settle to something closer to that 
 

• E.g In a retail shop, we see a discounted item and before we 
bought it was out of stock, then we look at all items with 
similar feature and then settle for one closest to that price. 

• 2006-07 investors NFO at Rs 10/- 
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12. Fixer Upper Bias 

• Also known as “I Can Change Them” Bias 
• Lottery Ticket Study– people were asked randomly pick up a ticket 

between 1 – 50 
• Few People were willing to pay $1.97 to someone else for doing the 

selection for them,  
• while they were willing to pay $9.00 for personally selecting the ticket 

 
• E.g few investors are not willing to pay advisory fees, however may end 

up paying higher indirect commission on website advices. 
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e.g 

• Mega Millions Jackpot 

 

• Americans spends $ 1.5 bn on lottery tickets 

 

• That equals to 4.5 tickets per man/woman/child living in USA 
currently 

 

• Who is impacted ? 

• 28% of Americans earn less than $40,000 per year 

• But 54% of lottery buyers earn less than $40,000 per year 

• People who cannot afford actually play more 
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Impact on Winners 

• 32% gained Winners 

• 43% no joy no happiness 

• 44% Broke within 5 years 
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Sushil Kumar, KBC winner 2011 Sushil Kumar, 2015 

Source : http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/fickle-fame-the-jobless-kbc-winner-with-little-cash/article1-1313778.aspx 



13. Prince Charming Bias 

• Sleeping Beauty 

• Prince Slays Dragon, 
kills enemies, 
basically does 
everything to sweep 
his sleeping beauty of 
her feet 

44 

• Cinderella,  

• One night dance lead 
to end of worries for 
Cinderella 

• Snow White 

• Prince rescues her 
from old hag and 
seven dwarfs 

Fairy Tale Story – We will have perfect story, one prince will save us from the everything. 
Do we remember the names of the Prince….. We remember them as Prince Charming, who they are 

doesn’t matter to us one bit, but what they represent stands a great deal for us. 
 



14. I Just Can’t Quit You Bias 
• 15 people were showed Pics of Ex Gf/wife the following areas 

where trigged in their brain cells 

• Reward or Pleasure Sinner 

• Addiction or Craving Sinner 

• Distress or Pain 

 

“parting is all we know of heaven and all we need of hell” – 
Emily Dickinson 

 

We hate Loosing… twice as much to a positive experience 
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Fund Invested 
on 

NAV Today Profit / 
Loss 

Response 

A Jan 10 20 35 15 Book Profit 

B Jan 08 25 23 -2 Let the Principal 
Recover 



15. “Elizabeth Taylor Syndrome” 

• Also known as This time its Different Bias  
 

• USA – Divorce Trends myth - 50% of marriages end in divorce 
 

• Actual facts 
• 50% of first time marriages end in divorce 
• 67% of second time marriages end in divorce 
• 70% of third time marriages end in divorce 

 
Tendency of People is to rebound and enter into relationships without 
addressing the issues of the first breakdown…. Its very similar to stock 
markets 
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Market Reality 
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II. Behavioral Patterns of Investors 

• Conclusion 

 

• People fall for biases at all times 

 

• graduate from Emotional Investor to Rational Investor 

 

• Watch out for Patterns 

 

• The best thing you can do is keep yourself educated, informed and avoid traps. 
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